
 

Greetings Chapter-E! 

Let’s RIDE!  We’re so glad to have seen a few of you out to ride with us 

during July, despite the warm temps! 

“Embrace Change” is our Catch-Phrase for 2017.  As most of you have seen 

from the Email Campaign and information contained in the Chapter-E 

Weekly Entertainment and News Emails, there are exciting CHANGES 

coming to GWRRA.   The folks at National have talked to many members, 

surveyed information from the Districts, and are taking steps to put the 

FUN back into our Chapters (where the “REAL” GWRRA experience is 

found)!  In short, the Region Level is being eliminated January 1st, and the 

District will then handle most reporting, and answer directly to the 

GWRRA President.   

On the Chapter Level, there will be some small changes (primarily with the 

elimination of the Rider Educator, and the ADDITION of a Ride              

Coordinator (which works with District Rider Ed and the District Ride   

Coordinator).  
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Riding:  INCREASED.  Social and FUN events:  INCREASED.   FUN Learning Opportunities: Increased.  

The focus will be on time spent together with friends, doing the things we ENJOY.   

Chapter Paperwork:  Reduced.  Reports:  Reduced.  Rules:  Reduced.  This is REALLY starting to sound 

like FUN!!!!!!!! 

Speaking of fun– we have started working on details for camping trips.  We are very fortunate to have 

such beautiful  countryside all around us. Let us know where you would like to camp at for a weekend.  

Remember:  August is Chapter-E’s DOUBLE POINTS month.  Other Chapters will receive 

DOUBLE POINTS for visiting with our Chapter at ANY Chapter Event, Ride, or Gathering!  

August 15th, 2017  we will have a very special Visitor Dinner and FUNdraiser. Come join us at       

Fuddrucker’s, 6100 Wade Hampton Blvd in Taylors.    There will be door prizes, a 50/25/25 drawing,  

Motorist Awareness table and Recruiting.  Come on out and enjoy a good meal, friends and plenty of 

FUN!   This event is open to ANYONE, and we encourage folks from other Chapters to 

come out and join us as well! 

Just a reminder:  This year’s Christmas Party COST will be based upon your Chapter Gathering            

ATTENDANCE from February-November.   Every Chapter-E Gathering you attend is helping you to   

reduce your cost for the Christmas Party.  If you would like to help with planning for the Christmas 

Party, please let Rhonda Weed know.   We will need some assistance with decorations, setup, teardown, 

etc. 
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Just a reminder that any of our activities or events (including Visitor Dinners) are open to visitors and 
other GWRRA members.  Did you know that any GWRRA member is entitled to participate or  attend 
ANY Chapter in the world?  Chapter LIFE is one of the greatest benefits of GWRRA membership. 
Please keep this in mind, and think of how you might feel or want to be treated if you were visiting      
another Chapter for an event.  Take the time to introduce yourself, and let them know that you             
appreciate them taking the time to join us! 
 
Chapters (such as Chapter-E) do NOT have “members”.   Chapters have “Participants”.   When a 
GWRRA member is actively participating in the events for a particular Chapter, THAT Participation 
is what ties them to the particular Chapter (or Chapters, if participating with more than one). 
 
 
Just a reminder–  the “Info-Line” emails have been RENAMED.  They are now the “Chapter-E     
Entertainment News” and will contain ride info, news, events, and FUN!!!   These (emailed) An-
nouncements will come directly from one of the two Chapter Email addresses listed below (on or 
about THURSDAY evening of each week):   

 
scchaptere@gmail.com    or    mec4sce@gmail.com 

 
If you have something  you would like to see go out, please send it in to one of these addresses.  

This is VERY important, as the GWRRA insurance policy provides coverage for official/scheduled 
events.  The event must be on the Chapter schedule, Calendar, or sent out from the Chapter! 

  

mailto:scchaptere@gmail.com?subject=Info%20Line%20Email
mailto:mec4sce@gmail.com?subject=Membership%20Enhancement


 

We would like to invite EVERYONE to join us for our Weekly Visitor’s          

Dinners (Tuesdays, Meet at 6, Eat at 6:30).  We will choose the restaurants in    

alphabetical order.   “G” was Grapevine Restaurant, and “F” will be              

FUDDRUCKERS (for our FUNdraiser August 15th). 

Information and Location of Visitors Dinners (and various planned rides   or 

activities) can be found in the Entertainment-News emails, on our Website  

Calendar,  or our Facebook Group Page (as can  many other events, photos, and 

shared moments of fun). 

Please share events, stories or memories that you think others might enjoy on 

our Facebook Group Page.  Regular/Current Chapter-E Participants may sign 

up to post. 
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Working with you to make our 

Chapter the BEST it can be! 

-Rhonda and Don Weed,      

Chapter Directors 

Gathering Reminder: 

August 12, 2017: Quaker Steak & Lube, 10 Chrome 

Dr., Greenville Eat at 1:00pm, Meet at 2:00pm.    

We hope to see all of you there! 

                        Joyce Spooner            

“Mama Goldwing” went home to be with the Lord on July 15, 2017.  
Joyce (and her late husband Robert) began participating with Chapter
-E during it’s CHARTER YEAR in 1986.   

Whether you knew Joyce for 31 minutes or 31 years, you knew she 
loved you.  Her many years of dedication and service to Chapter-E 
have left a lasting impression on MANY.  She will be deeply MISSED 
in the years to come! 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/scchaptere
https://www.facebook.com/groups/scchaptere/
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Overcoming Your Fears– Gaining 

Confidence on Your Motorcycle 

 
    Summer is finally here. It’s time to get out and ride, and a great time to get some ex-
ercise.  With that in mind, I’ve got a way for you to improve your riding skills, get some 
physical exercise and to overcome your fears, all at the same time. 
 
I’m assuming you already have a motorcycle; so, all you’ll need is a bicycle.  Any kind of 
bicycle will do.  By now you must be thinking, “bicycle, overcoming your fears, what the 
hell is this guy talking about?”  Alright, here’s the story.  I’ve noticed in my riders’ skills 
classes that many of the students have a fear of leaning their motorcycles, especially 
when it comes to leaning quickly in one direction and transitioning quickly to the other 
direction; in other words, a left to right or right to left transition.  That quick transition 
is exactly what you’ll need when you have to avoid a vehicle that suddenly pulls out in 
front of you.  The reason people fear this maneuver is because they’re afraid of drop-
ping their motorcycle.  So, to avoid that drop, the student’s slow way down, lean as little 
as possible, and then attempt to steer the bike as slowly as possible from complete left 
to complete right. 
 
Since they barely have any forward momentum, they wind up putting a foot down and 
having to abort the maneuver.  While training in a parking lot under controlled condi-
tions, this is no big deal.  However, out on the road, aborting the maneuver can get you 
killed.  In the course, after three or four tries, most riders realize that a little speed is all 
that’s needed and that the motorcycle will not fall over as long as you have some for-
ward momentum.  It even feels good physically when it’s done properly.  The reason it 
feels good is because they now are maneuvering the bike the way it was designed to be 
maneuvered. 
 
With that said, here’s where the bicycle comes into play.  Since the bicycle has two 
wheels, one in front of the other, it reacts exactly like a motorcycle.  Since the bicycle is 
so light, you don’t have to worry about dropping it.  In other words, with the bicycle, 
your fear factor should be zero.  Having no fear will allow you to try all kinds of maneu-
vers you wouldn’t try on your motorcycle.  Plus, the sensations you’ll get as you lean, 
turn and swerve the bicycle will be exactly the same as on your motorcycle.  When you 
realize that nothing terrible will happen to you when you turn those handlebars from 
side to side quickly, and it actually feels good to dip into the turns, you will be able to 
duplicate the maneuvers on your motorcycle.  You’ll then be a better, safer, and more 
confident rider. 
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You’ll also understand exactly how it should feel when you get it right and through mus-

cle memory, everything will start to fall into place on the motorcycle.  While you can set 

up specific exercises, (you can download a practice guide free at www.ridelikeapro.com) 

to start with, just get out on a straight road and start weaving back and forth.  Get as ag-

gressive as possible with the weave.  Keep your head and eyes up and look straight ahead 

as you row the handlebars back and forth.  That motion will teach you the dip. 

 

Next, try a few U-turns to the left.  Aggressively dip the bike to the right side of the road 

and snap your head and eyes all the way to the left. You can even put a little pressure on 

the rear brake as you pedal through the U-turn.  That’s the same thing you should be do-

ing on your motorcycle.  A little pressure on the rear brake while applying power to the 

rear wheel with the pedal stabilizes the bicycle and the motorcycle.  Lean aggressively as 

you make the U-turn. 

 

Next, try the quick left to right transitions.  Think of it as a quick U-turn to the left in half 

the lane, then a quick transition to the right in the other half of the lane.  Again, do it 

quickly and aggressively.  The more you lean in each direction, the better.  In 30 minutes 

you’ll have a much better understanding of the dynamics of a two wheeled vehicle and 

you’ll be getting some aerobic exercise at the same time.  When you transition to your 

motorcycle, you should be able to repeat the same maneuvers and little by little get more 

aggressive on the motorcycle—-while at the same time, gain confidence in your abilities 

and lose your fears. 

 

Here is a tip for those of us who struggle with confidence when riding.  This is a simple 

way for anyone to help boost their confidence, and you’d be surprised how this simple 

exercise can help.   If you’re not sure this will work I strongly suggest you try this before 

your next ride. 

 

Remember it’s better to be safe than to throw caution to the wind.  Until the next time we 

meet, ride safe and have fun doing that which we all enjoy doing as group. 
 

 

-Jerry and Teresa Hill, Chapter Educators 



 

CRUISING WITH THE KRUSES 
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A big thank you to Chapter F and Chapter I for 
visiting with us during our July gathering.  It's  
always fun to see friends and have an opportunity 
to "catch up". We also had a very special visitor, 
Dee Allen, trainer from Georgia visiting with a 
couple of her friends.  Dee recently lost her      
husband Jim, who was also a trainer. Dee and 
Jim provided hours upon hours of modules to 
Rhonda, Don, Jimmy and Susan.  Jim is dearly 
missed by many. 
 
Within our own Chapter, we lost Joyce Spooner.  Joyce had been with Chapter-E 
for many, many years.  The outpouring of love was obvious at her visitation and 
funeral.  Joyce will be missed. 
 
July has been a busy month for many with vacations and holiday celebrations.  
August looks busy as well.  Wing Ding in Grapevine, Texas is right around the 
corner.  Several of us from Chapter-E will be riding to Texas. 
 
Please keep all riders in your prayers during this busy time on the roads! 
 
 Be safe and have fun! 
                                                                                           -Jimmy & Susan Kruse 
                                                                                            Assistant Chapter Directors 
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Its ALL about the FUN!!!  

 

   Ok I sit here writing my newsletter column for this month and I end up doing a lot of reflecting.  Mainly reflecting 

on just how much I have learned during the short time I have been a GWRRA member, and the even shorter time I 

have been Blessed to be able to be the MEC for Chapter-E.  I’m sure most of you reading this know tons more than I 

do about the inner workings of GWRRA, but what I have learned is mind boggling.  For me personally, the best les-

son is just what a family-friendly and family oriented group this is.  I notice small things (to some), but things that 

best represent what GWRRA really is to me.  For example, this week at our Visitors Dinner I watched Jerry Hill in-

teracting with a small child that was present.  And, while we all know how much Jerry loves his grandchildren, this 

was NOT his grandchild- which you would have never known by observing them together.  It was fun to witness, and 

made me proud to be a member, and especially proud to be a chapter participant of SC-E.  And earlier this month, 

one of our very dear, long time members of GWRRA, and a 31 year participant in Chapter-E, Joyce Spooner- or 

“Mama Gold Wing”, as she was affectionately known, went home to be with the Lord.  Sorry to lose her, and sad-

dened by her passing, but eternally grateful for the time I got to call her friend.  With a smile that could light up any 

room, and a loving heart as big as any Gold Wing, my guess is that she was loved by everyone who took the time to 

get to know her. In her case, that simply meant slowing down long enough for her to speak to you.  For me, a true 

statement of how much she was loved,  was getting to witness the outpouring of love and support shown for her 

family at her passing.  She had requested a motorcycle escort to her final resting place, and many GWRRA members 

from several different areas of the state showed up to send her off in a way that I am certain had her smiling.  Even 

our District Director and his wife came from a camping vacation to participate in her final ride with her chapter. 

Another proud moment in the short time I’ve been around. 

    And now, this week, GWRRA comes out with another major news break.  Changes are coming.  DO NOT listen to 

anyone’s negative hype or opinions of how bad this is going to be for GWRRA, or its members.  Watch the available 

videos, and ask any pertinent questions you may have of your Chapter Directors.  Agree or disagree, you can be cer-

tain of one thing- NO-ONE in this organization wants it to fail.  I think it is a safe bet that everything being done is 

truly what the higher ups in GWRRA  believe to be solely in the best interest of the organization and all its members.  

You have the right to agree or disagree with what is being done, and I will respect your opinion, but please do not go 

into this time with a negative attitude or a bad feeling. Please do your best to keep an open mind, and do all you can 

to make it work out for the common good.  If we all work together, we can pull off just about anything.  And I, per-

sonally, am having WAY too much fun to want to give it up.  If 

you will come along on some of our rides, or show up at any of 

our functions, you will see what I mean.  We are everywhere, rid-

ing, visiting, eating, planning, staying busy.  Something going on 

all the time.  From chapter visits, to dinners all over, to very inter-

esting rides, we are always doing something FUN FUN FUN!!  

And we always keep our focus on Safety first.  We even offer 

training geared toward that same end.  I have adopted a saying- 

No ride is a good ride unless everyone on it returns home safely.  

And we are so family-oriented, we encourage bringing children 

and any guests you would like to any of our functions.  And there 

is never any alcohol provided at any GWRRA event.  So don’t take 

my word for it- come out and be a part of all this fun. 
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     I’m sure I wouldn’t be David if I didn’t put in 

a plug for our upcoming FUNdraiser!  Can’t leave this out.  As 

you may or may not know, August is double points month for 

Chapter-E.  Which is reason enough to come to Fuddruckers on 

Tuesday, August 15th, from 5:00 until 8:00 PM.  They are lo-

cated at 6100 Wade Hampton Boulevard in Taylors, SC 29687. 

Good food, great service, family friendly fun- AND- AND some 

fantastic door prizes.  And as an added bonus, whichever chap-

ter brings the most people (members and GUESTS)- that chap-

ter will receive one part of our 50-25-25 pot!  That’s right- have 

a good meal, very reasonably priced, have a lot of fun, win some 

great door prizes, and possibly win some cash!  Whats not to 

love about that?  And all the while, gaining double points for 

your chapter, simply by riding and eating?  Is that a perfect sce-

nario or what??!?  And to top it all off, Chapter-E is using the 

funds for our Motorist Awareness Program.   

Wait a minute- all this fun, food, door prizes, cash, AND help a very worthwhile cause that will benefit all motorcycle 

riders??  What?  Is that even possible?  Yes- and I expect to see you there. 1, 2, 3, 4, or more wheels- all are welcome. 

Please come join us.   And as a special offer, anyone not having an absolute BLAST- see me after the dinner- I will 

personally reimburse your cost for parking!!  I hope you can and will make it.  So give your Bike, car, etc a safety 

check, get the proper gear on, and lets ride (and eat)!! 

 

Submitted By:  David Thompson, MEC 
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SC Chapter-E Calendar 

We welcome EVERYONE to join us for any of our events, rides or dinners.    

 

ANY make & model, two, three, and four wheels may come.  Bring friends too.  You just might have a good time!  

As you know, things change, sometimes last minute either due to weather, or another event, or someone had a 

better idea than I did when I listed our “Upcoming Events” in this newsletter.  For up to date info, please visit our 

website’s calendar to see what we are doing.  

 

                               GWRRA Membership Renewal Reminders for August:  

Jim Davis 
Saundra Richards 

 
                                             

  Please remember to check your Membership Card for your Anniversary Date –  

and make sure your membership is current! 

 

-David Thompson & Rhonda Weed 

Membership Enhancement Coordinators 

”We’re all about the FUN”! 
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Birthdays  &  Anniversaries: 

AUGUST  BIRTHDAYS:      

1st  -   Sheila Haynes     
2nd -   Becky Landreth 
4th -   Tom Plesser 

 

                                                                         

 

 

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES: 
2nd-   Jerry & Teresa Hill 

12th–  Don & Rhonda Weed 

22nd–  John & Janet Crabtree         

                                                                                          

                                                                                      

 

GWRRA  ANNIVERSARIES: 
08/01/1998 (19 Years)     Michael Kresch 
08/20/2002 (15 Years) Roger Smith 
08/17/2004 (13 Years) Tim & Miriam Hormell 
08/11/2015 (2 Years) Babie, Jayden, Jaxon Burns 
08/11/2015   (2 Years) Don, Rhonda, Lyle, Lane Weed      

PALMETTO WINGS PIPELINE 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Goodie Store: 

Who has lost or misplaced a pin or patch? A lot, so we might have what you need!  

What’s NEW in GWRRA or SC-E patches, pins and rockers? Ask me!   

What do we keep in stock? Two each of the most common GWRRA patches (both color 

choices), misc patches, SC hanger pins & Chapter E bars and two different styles of pin locks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Want something sooner ?  Call Susan Kruse at:  864-380-5069 

Note:  Rider Level Patches are on hand, but must be verified/presented by our                                                         

Chapter Educator (Jerry Hill). 
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CHAPTER  MASCOT  (E-Rider’s  Corner) 
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It's HOT!!!!!!  I have been on a couple of rides this past month on the back of Jimmy's bike.  
Dressing for the slid not the ride in this heat is hard to do so everyone needs to drink lots of 
fluids.  This black fur and this leather vest is super hot.  I told Jimmy we always say the 
2,3,4 or more wheels are welcome so why don't we take something with the A/C!!!!  Please 
be careful in this heat and take more breaks than normal and keep asking the people you 
are riding with if they are OK and do the need something to drink at each stop and over the 
radio.  So until next month stay cool.  I will have a bunch to talk about after going to Wing 
Ding so be ready! 

 
Ruff Ruff  
E-Rider,  
Chapter SC-E  Mascot 
       

Wingers Words 

Hello Palmetto Wings!  I thought this month was going to be boring!  But I have to tell you, I have had a great time with 

Tom and Sheila.  As you might remember, Tom was a screw up last month and got me to over see him.  He put together a 

ride but never said which QT station it was to start from.  Little did he know there were two QT stations on East Butler 

Road!  Then there was the ride which almost led the group down the ramp of the Interstate.   

Well, Tom redeemed himself.  I have had a great time and never felt the need to run away.  I am safely kept in a notice-

able place in their  home for everyone to see.  Lets see, what have we done this month..... I went to Chapter F.  I made 

new friends. I played with other mascots.  I met Sasha Barbara’s service dog for the first time.  I played with an air condi-

tioner that looked like “Robbie the Robot” from Lost in Space.  Even E-Rider and I hung out together. 

I have been to the pool.  No I did not swim.  I wouldn’t ruin that sweet leather jacket I wear.  But I did meet some of Tom 

and Sheila’s neighbors who all loved me.  I got to play with the kids there as well.  Everyone loves me.  I’m peoples little 

green buddy. I even got a touch of sunburn while Tom got baked!  Bring and use the sunscreen Tom!   

I went to the rifle range.  I got to shoot a .22 caliber rifle.  I found out I was a pretty good shot.  I can hit a target at 50 

yards!  I even got to shoot a hand gun too.  Sorry, no pictures of that.  I was at an “undisclosed” location for our protec-

tion, but I had a lot of fun!  

I took many rides.  Tom put on a new trunk rack on the back of his Spyder for me to sit 

on.  I liked his back seat better but he couldn’t strap Sheila to the back rack so I took it 

(She complained to much!)  I have been on many rides short and long.  It has been 

HOT!!!  I’m a stuffed animal so I can take it.  But the rides have been terrific!  I liked the 

windy road route the best lead by Jeff and his wife Cindy.   

Overall, I have seen interesting places rode many a mile and met new people.  I even had 

home made ice cream at the Bumgarners.  The ice cream came in 4 flavors!  I got it all 

over me.  Fortunately for me, the dogs licked me clean.  

So overall I have had a good month. I am hoping Tom screws up again so I can stay with 

him.  He treats me nice and takes good care of me! Well until next time, Cheerio! 

Winger 
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Motorist Awareness Program: 
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New for 2017 

GOLD AWARD: 
 
 

Given annually to any GWRRA member that contributes to motorist awareness in at 
least five of the following ways: 
 

 Presentations to students of public or private schools or universities 
 Presentations to members of community organizations, both civic and reli-

gious. (One event per organization counted per calendar year) 
 Presentation to Driving Schools 
 Presentation to AAA or AARP driver classes 
 Presentation or MAP Exhibit at company safety days. (One event per com-

pany per year) 
 Presentation or MAP exhibit at community safety days. (One event per com-

munity per year) 
 Presentation or MAP exhibit at the National Night Out 
 Presentation or MAP Exhibit at a community festival or fair 
 Presentation or MAP Exhibit at Motorcycle Awareness Month activity 
 Presentation or MAP Exhibit at local malls 
 MAP exhibit at highway rest stops 
 Presentation or MAP exhibit at community or company bike nights (One 

event per community or company per year) 
 Presentation to Boys and Girls clubs, and Boy and Girl Scouts 
 Presentation or MAP Exhibit at Bike or Car Shows 

 
Activities must be reported MONTHLY, and name the person(s) who participate for credit.  
Make certain your MAP Coordinator (Jimmy Kruse) is emailed with details on ANY events 
you participate in!  We would love to see EVERYONE par-

ticipating and receiving this award! 

 

Jimmy Kruse  

MAP Coordinator 
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History of Rock and Roll: Part-7 “Teenage Nation” 
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 In the June newsletter, I submitted and article about Frank Sinatra and how he set the template for teen idols that would 

arise in the late ‘50’s and the ‘60’s.  There is one final bit of groundwork to be laid before I really get into the beginning of rock and 

roll, and that is the changing musical scene when it came to the buying of music and the rise of the disc jockeys and their impor-

tance once rock got started.  

 Before Industry and manufacturing began to provide jobs, families had two groups of people: children and adults. Boys 

worked with their fathers and learned a skill or trade, and girls with their mothers learning household chores.  Rarely was this 

mold broken.  High school graduation was a sign of maturity, the point when a child was becoming an adult.  College was not 

something most children aspired to in the ‘20’s and ‘30’s, but this began to change after WWII and the boom that followed. College 

became a possibility for many and with it, extended adolescence, past high school. 

 It was at this point in the mid ‘50’s that a separate sense of teen identity began to arise, with Frank Sinatra one of the first 

to recognize it and take advantage of it.  Where I the past, kids either worked or went to school, now many did both.  Teenage life 

began to become a thing of its own, with many teens now able to earn their own money and dispose of it in ways they desired to, 

especially on cars and parties.  To give you some perspective, the market of money teens had was around $10 billion. Yes, $10 bil-

lion and this in the late ‘50’s.  With this kind of money, their influence became a part of the market, with advertisers seeking to 

capture their money with all sorts of products. 

 With this kind of money and ads, teens began to influence music. In New York City, a survey in 1951 revealed teens liked 

bands that didn’t stray too far from the melody, didn’t play too much jazz in a set, and made it easy to dance.  Girls bought  most of 

the records and boys listened, and when boys did buy a record, it was first for the song, and second for the artist.  dJs often had to 

play a song 5 or 6 times before a record was bought, and jukeboxes didn’t seem to matter.  As for what they liked, swing and jazz 

were out, and mambo and square dancing were in as a result of the folk craze. 

 But that was The East.  In other places, it was changing. In the South, minority music started to become big.  There were 

no all-Black stations, and Blues artists such as BB King and Rufus Thomas were an anomaly, and anyway, stations were owned by 

White people.  But radio, especially at the small stations was different in that day.  There were no monolithic programs, no three 

and four-hour shifts.  All it took to be a dj was a sponsor and an idea for a show and shifts ran for 15-30 minutes.  In Country Mu-

sic, “The Grand Ole Opry” was the biggest of its type.  Most major country performers had their own show, with a standard for-

mula: open with a hymn, a fiddle tune, and the band’s latest hit, with commercials mixed in.  Hank Williams had a show, along  

with Howlin’ Wolf, and Sonny Boy Williamson. 

 Blues and country was played mostly at times when the fewest number of people would be offended if they heard it, usu-

ally early in the morning before people were rising for work, but when farmers might already be up and might listen in. Blues 

would be played even earlier in the morning or very late at night after Midnight.  In between were news, soap operas, sports, vari-

ety, and orchestra.  This was the way it was at this time. 

 At the same time, America’s teens were getting their own radios and TV was having a negative effect on radio, so they 

were getting cheaper to but, some even with earphones, so you could listen all night.  Records were played that you wouldn’t find at 

the local record shop.  The people listening were called “late people”.  Here you are a teen, filled with the anxieties of a normal teen 

and shy around girls, and here was this guy, a white guy, playing weird records with suggestive lyrics, talking into your ear.  It was 

like a secret society, just for teens. 

 Blacks of course already had their own secret society, forced on them by racism and segregation.  For this reason, it is no 

surprise that teens in search of something different, would seek out Black music.  This is not unusual either.  When there has been 

a major change in the musical world, it has been Black music that has inspired the change and put new blood and life into it.   It 

happened in the ‘30’s with swing, in the ‘40’s with jazz turning into bebop, and it was happening again.  There was no way to  meas-

ure it as such, but change was coming and into the heart of it, would be a man by the name of Allan Freed, a troublemaker, but also 

one who knew what was just over the horizon musically and whose ideas would lead to major changes in the music industry. 

Next month: A look at Freed and the impact he had at this time. I also hope to get to Sam Phillips and Bill Haley and the Comets. 

-Submitted by:  Lyle Watson 
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Upcoming Events: 

PALMETTO WINGS PIPELINE PAGE 14 

Please Note:  Any dates or events are subject to change.  For up-to-date info, check our               

Chapter Website Calendar at:  SC Chapter-E Calendar 

AUGUST:  
 

1     Visitors Dinner: (Letter G): Grapevine Restaurant, 1926 Boiling Springs Rd., Boiling Springs 
 
5     Rides #1: Nice Weather: Carolina Craft Show, 1301 Fanning Bridge Rd., Fletcher, NC  
                        Rainy weather:  Asheville Pinball Museum, 1 Battle Square, Asheville, NC 28801 ($15)  
                     Meet 9am, Spinx, 5598 N Hwy 14, Landrum, SC (Corner of Hwy 14 & Hwy 11)    
 
5     Ride #2: Visitation SC-A (Anderson), at Mama Penn’s, 2802 N. Main St., Anderson (6:30p-8:30p)  
                       Meet 5pm, Spinx, 2901 N Pleasantburg Dr., Greenville, SC 
 
8     Visitors Dinner (Letter F) - FATZ, 1361 West Wade Hampton Blvd., Greer 
 
12   Gathering: Quaker Steak & Lube, 10 Chrome Dr., Gvl  **Get 20% off coupon valid this event only** 
 
13   Training: Just Add Spice (Fun at Gatherings) & Dealing With Different Elements (Rider Ed),  
                       Carolina Fine Foods, 625 SE Main St., Simpsonville, SC  Eat 2pm & Training 3-5:30pm 
 
15   Visitors Dinner:Fuddruckers, 6100 Wade Hampton Blvd., Taylors 
 
15   Event: FUNdraiser for GWRRA Motorcycle Awareness at Fuddruckers 
 
19   Ride: Nice weather: Anderson Jockey Lot.  Meet at the Pilot, 110 Frontage Rd.  Piedmont, SC 29673 
                 Rainy weather: Visitation: GA-i2, Shoney’s, 14225 Jones St., Lavonia, GA  (11:00a - 1:00p)                      
 
22  Visitors Dinner (Letter H): Coach House Restaurant: 637 SE Main St, Simpsonville, SC 29681 
 
26   Ride to Texas for Wing Ding 39 
 
29  Visitors Dinner (Letter i): TBA (Pending a Volunteer Host) 
 

***AUGUST is our DOUBLE POINTS month so be sure to keep an eye out for upcoming events! 

 
 
Visitors Dinners: All are welcome and you can bring friends & family too !  Meet 6:00pm and sit to eat at 6:30pm.                            
    
Ch.E  RIDES & Events: Everyone is welcome to join us!  Two, three or four wheels ok… Any make & model too !!! 
 

 

CHANGES for Rides & Events: As we all know, LIFE HAPPENS, and things change. The weather can change 

quickly, good or bad. Or maybe an opportunity came up to ride with fellow GWRRA friends, so we changed the plans. 

Whatever the case may be, updates will be sent out by email, listed on our Facebook page and our website’s calendar. 

Please check them often for ride details or something fun to do with us!                                                  

                                          

Have an idea? Please contact our Chapter MEC’s David Thompson or Rhonda Weed to have it added to the Chapter calendar.  

http://scchaptere.com/?page_id=29
mailto:MEC4scE@gmail.com?subject=Event%20for%20our%20Chapter%20calendar
mailto:mec4scE@gmail.com?subject=Events%20for%20Chapter-E


 

Chapter-E Classifieds: 

PALMETTO WINGS PIPELINE 

FOR  SALE  ITEMS: 

 

  2016 Diamond Cargo 7x12 ENCLOSED Motorcycle Trailer, Dual-Axle with Ramp Door and Walk-in door.  Like new

– used less than 900 miles.  Includes tracks, tie downs, ratchet straps and two bike stops.  Non-skid coated 1.25” (1-1/2”) 
Floor.  $4700.00.  Contact Don Weed  (864)-304-1292. 

 

 

 
 
 

Award Winning 01 Pearl Yellow Wing with CB, Ultimate seat and many more    goodies.  This 1800 is at-
tached to a 2012 Hannigan GTL Sidecar that has lots on storage and is wired for intercom.  Also included in the 
deal is a 2003 Bushtec Quantum GL trailer with all the bells and whistles.  Also included are helmets with J&M 
audio sets, summer jackets, winter jackets and pants, rain gear and chaps.  All are low mileage and garage 
kept.  $19000.  Call Allen or Peg Sutherland for more details or directions to our place: 803-266-5189  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gold Wing Leather Vest:  Size Large.             

Contact Kim Stidham  (864) 979-6946  

(Her name can be covered with patch)    
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www.ScChapterE.com 

ScChapterE@gmail.com 

Chapter Gathering:  August 12th, 2017,  

the second Saturday every month at:   

Quaker Steak & Lube, 
10 Chrome Dr., Greenville, SC 

EAT at 1:00pm, FUN at 2:00pm 

tel:%28803%29%20266-5189
http://www.scchaptere.com
mailto:scchaptere@gmail.com

